
 

 

 

Piedmont and Liguria  

The roads of tastes and colours: wine, truffles, cheese, olive oil 

 

Turin - Historical chocolate shop   

 

 

 

 



 

 

7 DAY’S  PROGRAM 

      Day 1: Turin. Arrival in Turin and visit of the historical town-centre 

 

     Turin - Palazzo Madama 

Arrival at Turin Airport and transfer to the hotel. Meeting with the Cube staff in the hall of the hotel to have a 

short briefing. Lunch in an historical café downtown. After lunch, with a private guide, start on the visit by 

foot of Roman Quadrilateral district then the historical shops (chocolate shops, antique dealers, pastry shops, 

wine bars), trendy shops and typical gastronomic piedmont excellences. Tasting the famous hot chocolate 

cream and return to the hotel. Dinner in a well-known Michelin starred restaurant. Overnight. 

Day 2: Turin. The Mole Antonelliana Cinema’s Museum, La Venaria Reale Royal Palace 

 

     Turin - Reggia di Venaria 

Breakfast in the hotel, meeting with the Cube staff in the hall. Transfer by private car or minivan to Eataly, 

the most original food and wine market of local gastronomic delights where it is possible to appreciate the 

high quality’s food. Lunch in a starred Michelin restaurant inside Eataly. Transfer to the Cinema’s Museum in 

the Mole Antonelliana building, with ascent to the top of the Mole. Short walk the historical central streets in 

town centre. Transfer by private car or minivan to La Venaria Reale Royal Palace. Visit the magnificent Savoy 

Residence and its gardens. Aperitif and dinner in a Michelin starred restaurant located in the Residence. 

Overnight. 

Day 3: The Langhe and Cuneo’s Province. The roads of tastes and colours 1:  wine, white truffle and cheese 

 

     The Langhe – Truffles 

 



 

 

Breakfast in the hotel and departure by private car or minivan to The Langhe with the Cube staff. Arrival in 

Alba, passing through Bra for a tailored tasting of several Piedmont different cheeses, to enjoy different kind 

of Barolo wines tasted in one of the most important vineyards producer. Lunch with gastronomic delights in 

a famous starred Michelin restaurant in Alba (if on season the visitors can eat a menu totally composed by 

truffles). Start on, with a local private guide, the visit of Grinzane, La Morra, Serralunga, Monforte, Barolo 

where it is possible to appreciate the wine cellars of the Castle and the Barolo Museum WIMU. At the end of 

the day, the guests will reach Pollenzo for the dinner and overnight. 

Day 4: The Langhe and Cuneo’s Province. The roads of tastes and colours 2:  wines and cheese 

 

      The Langhe -Vineyards 

Breakfast in the hotel and visit the Banca del Vino (Wine Bank). Departure by private car or minivan to 

Barbaresco land, with a local private guide, through Benevello, Treiso, Mango, Barbaresco, Neive. In here 

should be interesting to have a wine-tasting of Barbaresco. Lunch in a typical restaurant with gastronomic 

regional specialities. In the afternoon transfer to Roccaverano tasting this famous cheese. Transfer to 

Govone’s Castle to enjoy dinner in a Michelin starred restaurant in a Savoy Residence. Overnight in Govone. 

Day 5: Liguria. The roads of tastes and colours 3:  discovering olive oil, “focaccia” and “pasta al pesto”  

 

       Liguria- the famous olive oil  

Breakfast in the hotel and departure by private car or minivan to Liguria driving through the “Colle di Nava”. 

The impressive landscape shows the characteristic villages and the guests can have some stops in Borghetto 

d’Arroscia, Dolcedo and Badalucco to discover and tasting the delicious olive oil of this Region. Lunch in an 

excellent restaurant. During the tour the guests will gormandize the typical ligurian “focaccia” and “pasta al 

pesto”. The.tour will stop in Ventimiglia just in time for a visit of the historical center. Dinner prepared with 

fish specialties. 

 

 

 

 



 

Day 6: From Liguria to Cuneo Valley. The roads of tastes and colours 4:  the tasty olive oil and cheese 

 

       Piedmonts’ cheese - the Castelmagno  

Breakfast in the hotel and departure by private car or minivan to Isolabona for another delightful olive oil 

tasting in a famous factory. Visit the scenic villages of Dolceacqua e Apricale. Lunch in a typical restaurant. 

Departure to Turin passing through the “Colle di Tenda”. Arrival in hotel, free time and rest. Dinner in a 

exquisite restaurant in the city and overnight in the hotel. 

Day 7: Turin Caselle’s Airport 

Breakfast in the hotel and transfer by private car or minivan to Turin Caselle’s  Airport.      

N.B.: We kindly inform you that our tours may have some changes following the timetable of Museums all the year round.  

 

N.B. Our programs are tailored to each client’s particular interests therefore the services and the budgets will be 

prepared and calculated every time specially for every single client.  

Truffle’s tasting will be possible from October till January and the budget will be calculated at that moment. 

 

 

 

CUBE travels, culture and leisure s.r.l. 

Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 48 – 10129 Turin, Italy 

+ 39 393 458 86 49     +39 393 458 90 39 

info@cubepiemonte.com 

www.cubepiemonte.com 

 

 

                                                             


